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ABSTRACT
Automatically extracting frames/panels from digital comic
pages is crucial for techniques that facilitate comic reading
on mobile devices with limited display areas. However, auto-
matic panel extraction for manga, i.e., Japanese comics, can
be especially challenging, largely because of its complex pan-
el layout design mixed with various visual symbols through-
out the page. In this paper, we propose a robust method for
automatically extracting panels from digital manga pages.
Our method first extracts the panel block by closing open
panels and identifying a page background mask. It then
performs a recursive binary splitting to partition the pan-
el block into a set of sub-blocks, where an optimal splitting
line at each recursive level is determined adaptively. Finally,
it recovers accurate panel shapes from the computed sub-
blocks. Our experiments show that the proposed method
can robustly segment panels on the manga pages with vari-
ous styles.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.4 [Computing Methodologies]: Image Processing and
Computer Vision

Keywords
Comics processing, computational manga, panel extraction,
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1. INTRODUCTION
Comics is one of most successful storytelling mediums. With
rapid development of smartphones and tablets, reading dig-
ital comics on mobile devices is becoming increasingly pop-
ular. To improve the mobile comic reading experience, one
fundamental technical challenge is to automatically partition
each comic page into a set of panels, which are then displayed
in correct order on the small screen of a mobile device [1].
Recently, manga, as a type of comics, has gained massive
popularity and is consumed by a huge audience across the
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Figure 1: Some stylistic effects used in manga.

world. Manga is mainly characterized by its unique style
in panel composition and layout (such as irregular and bor-
derless panels) [2], as well as extensive use of complex visual
symbols (such as sound verbs and background texture). Fig-
ure 1 illustrates the stylistic effects common in manga lay-
outs, including: (a) irregular panels (i.e., non-rectangular
panel shape), (b) fourth wall break effect (i.e., some part of
the foreground object lying outside of the panel boundary),
(c) joined panels (i.e., two panels connected by some fore-
ground objects, balloons or other visual effects), (d) unclosed
panels (i.e., missing part of the panel boundary), and (e)
borderless panels (i.e., no explicit panel boundary). While
being able to effectively enhance the expressiveness of man-
ga, these stylistic effects pose unique challenges to the task
of automatically extracting panels from manga pages.

There are several works for automatic extraction of pan-
els from comic pages, but none of them is capable of dealing
with all the aforementioned stylistic effects. Some of the
methods detect division lines between adjacent panels using
recursive X-Y cut [4], exhaustive search [3] or density gradi-
ent [8]. However, the method based on X-Y cut [4] cannot
robustly segment irregular panels, and none of these meth-
ods can handle unclosed and borderless panels. The method
based on the connected component labeling (CCL) algorith-
m [1] can identify irregular panels as individual components,
but fails to separate panels joined by some elements such as
sound verbs or balloons. To handle joined panels, a sequence
of N erosions followed by N dilations [5] are performed on
the CCL mask to cut the connecting elements. However,
the results of their algorithm are very sensitive to the value
of N . The CCL mask for an unclosed panel may includes
a group of fragmented borders as individual components,



Figure 2: The pipeline of our method.
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Figure 3: Generating the panel block without/with
repairing unclosed panels. (a) Input manga page,
and (b) its panel block. (c) Repaired manga page
where the open boundaries of the unclosed panels
are closed, and (d) its panel block.

making it impossible to obtain a complete panel shape from
the erosion process. Although clustering the bounding box-
es of the connected components [6] or fitting rectangles to
the detected potential border lines and corners [7] may re-
cover the shape of unclosed panels, they are only applicable
to regular panels.

In this paper, we propose a robust method to extract pan-
els from manga pages. Our method is composed of three
steps: panel block generation, panel block splitting and pan-

el shape extraction. Taking a digital manga page as input,
our method first generates a panel block (Fig. 2(a)) by clos-
ing open panels and applying the CCL algorithm on the
page background. It then adaptively places splitting lines
in a recursive manner, which divides the panel block into
a list of sub-blocks, each representing a single panel region
(Fig. 2(b)). Finally, it recovers accurate panel shapes from
the panel regions obtained (Fig. 2(c)).

2. PANEL EXTRACTION METHOD

2.1 Panel Block Generation
Given a manga page, we aim at extracting a panel block,
representing a set of candidate panel regions. For this pur-
pose, a common approach is to detect the connected compo-
nents of black pixels on the foreground characters using the
CCL method [1], and group them as panel regions. How-
ever, these methods may fail to preserve the panel shape,
and could generate a labeling mask with many fragmented
pieces. By inspecting manga pages, we observe that a panel
may be composed of many disconnected components, but
the pixels of the page background are often connected as a
whole. Thus, we apply CCL on the page background (i.e.,
white pixels) to identify connected components as the back-

ground mask, and treat the remaining regions in the page
as the panel block (Fig. 2(a)).

Handling unclosed panels. Our background mask ob-
tained above may leak into the inside of the unclosed pan-
els with open boundaries, leading to noises inside the panel
block (see Fig. 3(b)). To avoid this issue, before comput-
ing the background mask, we repair the unclosed panels by
adding boundaries to them to close the panels. We observe
that the unclosed panels typically appear at the boundaries
of a page. Therefore, we insert the missing boundaries by
analyzing the intensity values of the pixels along the page
boundaries. We first binarize the input manga page by set-
ting the pixels with intensity values lower than 235 to 0, and
1 otherwise. Then, we find the page boundary that contain-
s missing panel boundaries and replace it with a black line.
When panel boundaries are missing, the visual contents flow
outside the panels, resulting in greater intensity variation a-
long the page boundary. Let ϕ(x) be an intensity function of
the binarized image, where x is the position of the pixel along
the page boundaries. For each of the four page boundaries,
a missing panel boundary is detected if the following condi-
tions are satisfied: max(ϕ(x) ∗ x)−min(ϕ(x) ∗ x) > 0.7 ∗Le

and
∑Le

x=1 ϕ
′(x) > 10, where ϕ′(x) = ϕ(x)− ϕ(x− 1) is the

intensity gradient between neighboring pixels and Le is the
length of the boundary. A repaired image is shown in Fig.
3(c).

Open panel boundaries can also be caused by the fourth
wall break effect, where characters or text break the panel
boundaries and leaves part of the boundaries open. This
can introduce holes formed by disjoint components inside
the panel blocks. To fill the holes, we perform a grouping
on the obtained connected components. Specifically, if more
than half of a component’s convex hull overlaps with another
component’s, the two components are considered to belong
to the same panel, and therefore are merged together.

2.2 Panel Block Splitting
The aim of this step is to split the panel block from the
previous step into a list of sub-blocks, each representing an
individual panel region. This step is necessary since multi-
ple panel regions may be joined together in the panel block,
due to the existence of joined panels or fourth wall break ef-
fect (see the second and third panels in Fig. 2(a)). Since the
comic layout structure can be formed by recursive partition-
ing [2], we separate joined regions by recursively applying a
binary splitting procedure (see Fig. 2(b)). At each recursion
level, we determine an optimal splitting line, which divides
the current panel block into two sub-blocks. For example,
starting with the whole panel block as the current block,



Figure 4: Computing splitting line. (a) current
block to be split. (b) accumulated pixel values a-
long horizontal and vertical directions. (c) the cost
functions of placing a splitting line along horizontal
and vertical directions.

we first split the current block into two sub-blocks using a
horizontal or vertical splitting line. Then, each sub-block is
regarded as the current block, which is further partitioned
in the same binary manner. This process is performed re-
cursively until the current block cannot be divided further.

To determine the locations of splitting lines, previous meth-
ods search for black boundaries of panels [7, 8, 1, 4] or white
division stripes between the panels [3] on the original com-
ic page, which is time-consuming and susceptible to noise
caused by panel contents. Operating on the panel block, we
first detect a set of candidate splitting lines (both horizon-
tal and vertical) by evaluating a cost function of inserting a
splitting line at a certain place. Then, an optimal splitting
line, either horizontal or vertical, is adaptively determined
by measuring the confidence values of the candidate split-
ting lines. For brevity, we focus our discussion on computing
horizontal splitting lines. The vertical splitting lines can be
computed in a similar way.

Computing candidate splitting lines. We determine
the locations of candidate splitting lines based on the prior
knowledge of the comic layout: two adjacent panels are of-
ten separated by white spacing between them. Thus, a hor-
izontal splitting line should be placed close to the boundary
between the panel and white spacing of the current block.
To incorporate such knowledge in our approach, we define
a preference function of placing a splitting line. The cur-
rent block is first embedded in a 2D Cartesian coordinate
system, with row and column corresponding to y-axis and
x-axis, respectively (see Fig. 4(a)). Let I(p) be the intensity
function of the current block, where p = (px,py) is the pix-
el location. The preference function for placing a horizontal
splitting line Sy = {p|py = y} is then formulated as

Ch(Sy) = 2 ∗ g(y)− g(y + 1)− g(y − 1), (1)

where g(y) is the accumulated pixel values along Sy , i.e.,
g(y) =

∑
p∈Sy

I(p). Ch(Sy) has larger value at places where

the horizontal splitting line is near to the boundary between
the panel and white spacing. The horizontal splitting lines
with Ch(Sy) > 0.1∗W (W is the width of the current block)
are referred to as candidate splitting lines. However, evalu-
ating Ch(Sy) alone cannot effectively detect diagonal white
spacing, where g(·) may vary smoothly in a local neighbor-
hood (as shown in Fig. 4(b)). As a result, we also include
the horizontal splitting lines with g(y) > 0.1 ∗W , given the
fact the splitting lines passing through the diagonal white
spacing should include many white pixels. Since multiple
horizontal splitting lines may be detected for one white s-
pacing because of the white spacing’s thickness, the splitting

lines are finally grouped to form splitting stripes, and center
lines within the groups are used as the final candidate split-
ting lines. We group the horizontal splitting lines if their
distance is smaller that 30 pixels, and group the diagonal
splitting lines if their distance is smaller than 50 pixels.

Eliminating false detection. In the resulting splitting
stripes, some horizontal and diagonal stripes may overlap
with each other, leading to false detection. We identify a
diagonal splitting stripe as a false detection if it overlap-
s with any other horizontal splitting stripes. In addition,
white holes on the current block, which are caused by open
boundaries of the unclosed panels, can also give rise to false
detection. To address this problem, for horizontal splitting
stripes, we remove them if the distance between its leftmost
and rightmost black pixels (if any) is larger than 0.7 ∗ W ,
i.e., the splitting stripes cut the black panel region on the
current block. For each diagonal division stripe, we apply
CCL to its local region on the current block. If the region
contains more than 5 disjointed components, the stripe is
discarded. Otherwise, we fit an ellipse to the component
with longest major axis. If the ellipse approximates a long
stripe (ratio of the ellipse’s minor axis to major axis is small-
er than 0.2), we consider the stripe to be a diagonal stripe,
and fit a line to it as follows. We denote the stripe’s local
region as R(x, y). For each column line of R(x, y), we first
compute a centroid point that divides the continuous white

pixels into equal halves, i.e., cx =
∑h

y=1
y∗R(x,y)

∑
h
y=1

R(x,y)
. Then, a

straight line is fitted to the centroid points, and used as a
diagonal splitting line.

Determining an optimal splitting line. To perform
binary partitioning adequately at each recursive level, we
need to select an optimal splitting line from the computed
candidate splitting lines. Take the results in Fig. 5 as an
example. Properly partitioning panels in the fourth example
should start by splitting the whole page horizontally into
rows rather than vertically into columns. To this end, after
the candidate splitting lines have been computed along both
horizontal and vertical directions for the current panel block,
we first assign each splitting line a confidence value, which
is calculated as the ratio of the number of white pixels to its
length. The splitting line that travels across the whole page
without cutting the panel block has the highest confidence
value of 1. Then, the optimal splitting line is selected as the
one with the highest confidence value.

2.3 Panel Shape Extraction
Given a set of panel regions obtained in the previous step,
this step aims at recovering accurate panel shape by detect-
ing the four corners of each panel. We begin by computing
a convex hull for each panel region and the centroid of the
convex hull’s vertices C (red crosses in Fig. 2(c)). Then, a
2D Cartesian coordinate system, centered at C, is construct-
ed, thereby separating all the vertices of the convex hull into
four quadrants. In each quadrant, we select a vertex that
is furthest away from C as the initial corner point. Final-
ly, we optimize the four corner points by performing a local
search around each initial corner point so that the area of
quadrilateral formed by the four points are maximized. Our
implementation uses a circle of 10 pixels in radius as the
local search region. This leads to the final panel shape as
shown in Fig. 2(c).



Figure 5: Panel extraction results on four manga pages with different stylistic effects. The left two pages are
from “Naruto”, and contain the fourth wall break effect, irregular panels and unclosed panels. The right two
pages are from “Slum Dunk”, and have borderless and joined panels.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
have tested it on numerous manga pages. As shown in Fig.
5, the proposed method can accurately segment out the pan-
els on the manga pages with various stylistic effects.

We have also compared our method with [5], which seg-
ments joined panels by performing an erosion-dilatation op-
eration on the labeling mask generated from CCL. We apply
both methods to a database of 104 manga pages from “S-
lum Dunk” and “Naruto”. For each page in the database,
we manually annotate panels as the ground truth. To eval-
uate the performance of the panel extraction methods, we
calculate segmentation accuracy by computing the overlap
ratio (Jaccard index) between the segmented panel and the
ground truth. Let G(x, y) and S(x, y) be the masks of the
annotated panel and the segmented panel. The overlap ratio
ρ is computed as

ρ =
|G ∩ S|

|G ∪ S|
, (2)

where |M | is the number of non-zero pixels in the mask M .
If ρ is larger than 90%, the panel is deemed to be successfully
segmented. If all panels in a manga page are correctly seg-
mented, it is defined as a successfully segmented page. The
results are presented in Table 1. Our method achieves high-
er rates of successfully segmented panels and pages, and our
average overlap ratio for correct segmentation is also higher
than [5]. This is largely because [5] cannot properly deal
with unclosed panels.

Our method may fail to detect the panel
shape correctly when a large visual symbol
cuts across the panel and breaks the pan-
el boundary. In this case, our panel block
generation cannot merge the two disjoint
parts caused by the visual symbol, result-
ing in an incomplete panel shape (as shown
in the figure on the right).

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a robust method for au-
tomatically extracting panels from manga pages, which are
characterized by various stylistic effects. Our method starts
by extracting a panel block, i.e., a set of panel regions. It
then employs a recursive binary splitting strategy to parti-
tion the panel block into disjoint panel regions, where we

Page rate % Panel rate % Average Overlap Ratio
Our approach 87.9 91.3 0.97
[5] 73.9 74.1 0.94

Table 1: Comparison of our method and [5]. The
successful segmentation rates for both pages and
panels, and the overlap ratio for successfully seg-
mented panels are given.

dynamically determine the location of an optimal splitting
line at each recursion level. Accurate panel shapes are fi-
nally obtained from the panel regions. Our results show
that our method is insusceptible to various stylistic effects
and complex layout style of manga, achieving a higher suc-
cessful segmentation rate, as compared with previous work.
We are interested in further exploring applications that can
benefit from our method, such as converting scanned comic
pages into a format that is readable on mobile devices, and
an automatic comic annotation system for comic analysis.
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